Summary report from the population health group during the ACCPH forum
On 12\textsuperscript{th} – 13\textsuperscript{th} Nov 2015

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{Key Points Discussed:}
\item 1) Each member did a self-introduction about their research interests;
\item 2) Chinese researchers would like to visit Australia partners as visiting academics to work for their current research projects, such as bringing their data from China for analysis and joint publications, with contribution from Australia researchers; it is noted that some of these collaboration will be conducted via the HDR students, therefore,
\item 3) Chinese partners especially SYSU and SDU wish to send their HDR students to Australia as part of their research training at home universities;
\end{itemize}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{The outcome of discussion regarding proposed joint research projects:}
\item Project 1
\begin{itemize}
\item Shenzhen Longhua Child Cohort Study in Guangdong province (3yrs old – 16 yrs old)
\item Exploring the impact of genetic and environmental factors on child development – both physical and mental aspects
\item Investigator: Prof Chen Weiqing from SYSU and A/Prof Janet Hou from QUT
\end{itemize}
\item Project 2
\begin{itemize}
\item Antibiotics used in children under three – physical health impacts
\item Ask parents about antibiotics used, where from, amount, complete course?
\item Health problems – upper respiratory infection and mid ear infection
\item Preliminary research data from Australia and China to do a comparison
\item Investigators – Prof Chen from SYSU, A/Prof Janet Hou from QUT, Prof Archie from ANU, and Prof Lisa Nissen from QUT.
\end{itemize}
\item Project 3
\begin{itemize}
\item Smoking cessation in Shandong Province
\item Content – train health professional about health consultations with smokers, using the current quit smoking clinics in SD
\item Patients – attending clinics and migrant workers
\item Mobile technology intervention – SMS messages to smokers
\end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
- Led by Prof Tung Sun from SD CDC, Prof Jia Congqi from SDU SPH and Prof Lisa Nissen from QUT

➢ The next steps of action

1. For Project 1:
   1) Prof Chen from SYSU will send his PhD student Ms Li Liu (Amanda) to QUT for 3 months in late 2015 – early 2016 to work with A/Prof Janet Hou in the area of child conduct problem and family childcare; it is anticipated that at least one joint publication will be produced during this period of time.
   2) A/Prof Hou will take a long PDL in Sept – Nov 2016 to work with Prof Chen in the field in Shenzhen for data collection for the current cohort;
   3) Joint proposals will be prepared for grant application in China and Australia;

2. For Project 2:
   The group proposed for a PhD student to undertake this research project and Prof Chen agreed to send one of his current Masters by Research students to QUT. Other potential PhD students will be identified by the team in the due course for this project.

3. For Project 3:
   The team will continue their discussion and further develop the research project proposal, including the timetable and resources needed to implement the project in Shandong.